**Doubliets**

Able and willing  (=able)
Agree and covenant  (=agree)
All and sundry  (=all)
Authorise and direct  (=authorise OR direct)
Cancelled and set aside  (=cancelled)
Custom and usage  (=custom)
Deem and consider  (=deem)
Do and perform  (=perform)
Due and owing  (=owing)
Fit and proper  (=fit)
Full and complete  (=complete)
Goods and chattels  (=goods)
Keep and maintain  (=maintain)

Known and described as  (=known as)
Legal and valid  (=valid)
Null and void  (=void)
Object and purpose  (=object OR purpose)
Order and direct  (=order)
Over and above  (=exceeding)
Part and parcel  (=part)
Perform and discharge  (=perform OR discharge)
Repair and make good  (=repair)
Soie and exclusive  (=sole OR exclusive)
Terms and conditions  (=terms)
Touch and concern  (=concern)
Uphold and support  (=uphold)

**Triplets**

Cancel, annul, and set aside  (=cancel)
Communicate, indicate or suggest  (=communicate)
Dispute, controversy or claim  (=dispute)
Give, devise and bequeath  (=give)
Hold, possess, and enjoy  (=hold)
Pay, satisfy, and discharge  (=pay)
Possession, custody, and control  (=possession OR custody OR control)
Promise, agree, and covenant  (=promise OR agree)
Repair, uphold and maintain  (=repair OR uphold OR maintain)
Way, shape or form  (=way)